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2. Origin of Raw Materials
1) Write a list of 7 countries that produce oil.

2) Tell me 4 countries that produce iron.

3) Tell me 3 countries that produce copper.

3. Sources of energy
4) Write a list of Traditional Sources of Energy and another list of Renewable sources of energy.
Traditional Sources of Energy

Renewable Sources of Energy

5) Research and explain in the class a renewable source of energy.

4. Industrial regions and Economic inequalities
6) Compare the rates of the first two countries.
Industry

Brazil

Ethiopia

France

Part of the GDP:

22.2 %

15.6%

19.3 %

Labour Force:

13.3 %

5%

21.3 %
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Explain the percentage (high, low, medium).
To what region do you think that they belong?
What do you think are the main characteristics of each industrial sector?
Why do you think that Brazil has a higher percentage of industry in the GDP than France?
Look for the data of three countries of your choice and write the information in the table (use the web
page of the CIA Factbook).

7) Imagine that you work for the UN and you have to work out a plan for industrialising an
underdeveloped country. Choose one underdeveloped country and write your proposals.

3. Analysis of images
8) Choose one photograph from the presentation and analyse it.

6. Environmental Problems
9) Choose one environmental problem caused by industry and explain it to the class.

7. Spain
10) Choose one of the Spanish Industries and explain to the class its more important characteristics:


Origin of the capital, workers, production, main characteristics, exports…
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